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either end of the stick of depth charges were seen check had been completed, a result of this
to be burning. The Schnorkel disappeared imnie- habit, many unnecessary runs would be started on
diately after the attack and the Radar contact targets which turned out to be aircraft: the night
was lost and not picked up again. The aircraft
remained in the area for 47 minutes then at

0300 hours, as P.L.E. had been reached,
was set for base.

anti U-Boat ideal of a perfect attack at the end of
each rtm wotild thus fade fiirther into the background.

course
The U-Boat did not dive as a result of the aircraft’s

first run and the captain was able to redeem his error
Comment by snaking a good attack after the second run. It is
As, after a 7-mile run on the first approach, the possible that the U-Boat was damaged,

aircraft was too high to attack, it is obvious that the
captain did not expect to find a target at the end of Admiralty Assessment
the homing. This abortive approach may have been This attack has been assessed by the Admiralty
cmised by the fact that the crew had been in the h-abit Assessment Committee as “Insufficient evidence
of turning to home on to a. contact before speed of damage.’’

Conning Tower Sighted

At dusk on January 12 Liberator J/120 was

flying at 1,300 feet on an anti-U-Boat patrol in the
Irish Sea. There was 9/10 cloud at 2,000 feet
and the wind was north-easterly at 30 knots.

At 1800 hours, while the A.S.V. was switched
to the 5-mile range, a contact was obtained

3-^ miles away bearing Green 30°. The aircraft
lost height to 700 feet and homed on track 268°.
Contact was lost during the turn but picked up

again at just under 3 miles and held until a wake
sighted 2 miles away bearmg Green 8° in

position 53° 07' N., 05° 45' W. At the head
of the wake the captain momentarily saw a conning
tower on course 260°, speed 4 knots. A run in

made at 50 feet and six depth charges were

was

was

shore echoes being too great. The escort vessels
arrived at 1918 hours. Final homing was simpli

fied by the aircraft’s landing light being used
vertically whilst circling the marker. S.O.E. was
advised by R/T of the situation and on instructions
from Control, Patrol Baker was carried out.

The captain finally returned to the scene at 0400
hours when the S.O.E. stated “ No contact, its

all yours." P.L.E. was reached at 0406 hours

and having informed S.O.E. and the aircraft
base, the captain set course for home.

Comment
This is an interestirig attack in that, for the first

time for some months, the conning tower of a U-Boat
was seen close to ottr coasts.

It is difficult to understand^ why the range of the
Radar was restricted by using the 5-mile scale.
If the 15-mile range had been used,, there might have
been more information on the behaviour of the
U-Boat before the visuahsighting was made. In the
circumstances it is difficult to decide whether the

whether the
U-Boat had been fully surfaced or

dropped, set to shallow depth, spaced at 55 feet.
Mark III bombsight was used. The aircraft

tracked over the apex of the wake, the apex being
used as the aiming point and the depth charges

to straddle the wake at a slight angle.
The aircraft made a second rmi over the scene,

and a black patch 50 yards in diameter was seen
270° distant 50 to 100 yards from the

were seen

on course .
flame float marking the depth charge scum.
On this run a marine marker and a Sono buoy
were released. E/T was then used to home three
escort vessels Meanwhile nothing could be dis

tinguished on the Sono buoy, water noises and

conning tower had merely broken surface due to poor
depth keeping in the rough sea.

well execiited, and- was rewardedThe attack was

by promising after evidence.

The Form U-Bat reporting the Schnorkel attack Bearing Approach” as discussed in Part IV
11, 1945, was so care- of the Coastal Command Manual of Anti U-Boatby P/172 on January .

fully made out that, by assuming the tew Warfare,
missing details, it is possible to plot out the
whole action. None of the assumptions are
unreasonable and it is most inteiesting to see how

the practical results reported by the aircrew fit
into the scale diagram which has been plotted

theoretically. The tactics described below are for

a purely hypothetical case, and it is pointed out
that individual details are not, of necessity,

applicable to the attack from which the basic The various assumptions which have.b(?en made
details are drawn. This article illustrates the are not noted separately but are included in the

t the target was steering

220° at a speed of five knots throughout the action
and that the wind was 273° five knots. The
relative wind was thus from 247° at nine knots.

In order to keep the diagram clear, it has been
assumed that there was no wind and that the

target’s course and speed was 247° nine knots.

application against Schnorkel of the theory of the table below. The report on which this article is
“Navigated Approach” and the "Constant based is given on page 13.

It has been assumed tha








































